Abstract
Introduction

42
Quorum sensing (QS) is a cell density-dependent mechanism which enables a group of bacteria 43 to synchronize the expression of behaviors in response to the accumulation of self-produced 44 autoinducer signals in their local environment (Fuqua et al., 1994 Davies et al., 1998) . These behaviors are considered cooperative because they mostly involve the 49 production of costly extracellular metabolites («public goods») which, once produced, are available to 50 all members of the group to share their benefits (Platt and Bever, 2009 ). Examples among bacteria are 51 widespread and include production of siderophores, exoenzymes or surfactants (West et al., 2006) . 52
While cooperative production of public goods enhances the fitness of the whole population, at the 53 individual level it is prone to exploitation by non-cooperative individual cells («cheaters») that, by not 54 producing the metabolite or QS signal, gain a competitive edge over cooperative cells and hence 55 threaten the homeostasis of the cooperation (Sandoz et al., 2007 , Diggle et al., 2007 ; this brings up 56 questions about the evolutionary stability of cooperation. 57
In recent years, the adaptive functionality of QS in regulation of public goods has constituted the 58 main subject of several studies, and has been reviewed extensively (Schuster et al., 2013 , Hense and 59 Schuster, 2015) . The central question relates to the benefits provided by QS in the production of public 60 goods, and thus its role in the evolution and stability of cooperative behaviors (Schuster et al., 2013 Goo et al., 2012) . QS is used to coordinate the triggering of social behaviors at high cell densities when 64 they are more efficient and will provide the greatest advantage to the community (Darch et al., 2012) . 65 Moreover, the social function of QS in regulation of public goods is not only limited to providing fitness 66 benefits at higher cell densities, as it can also serve as a means to anticipate stationary phase or foresee 67 the optimum cell density of a population (Goo et al., 2012) . Cooperation presents a social dilemma, as 68 cheaters should have a fitness advantage over cooperators. Still, QS can impose metabolic constraints 69 on social cheating and protect the population from a 'tragedy of the commons' by simultaneously 70 controlling the expression of private goods (Dandekar et al., 2012) . Another possible solution to 71 stabilizing cooperation is policing, where cooperators actively penalize social cheats to hinder their 72 success (Wang et al., 2015) . 73
While these studies offer insights on the role of QS in the evolution and stability of cooperative 74 behaviors, the adaptive significance of QS has remained debatable. In fact, it was suggested that it is 75 only through studying each specific auto-induction system in its evolutionary and ecological context that 76 we can figure out its adaptive significance (Platt and Fuqua, 2010) . The general framework is that, while 77 conditions specific to each ecological context, such as population cell density and spatial diffusion 78
properties, determine whether triggering of the costly QS-regulated cooperative behaviors is beneficial 79 to the population, the integration of QS circuitry with other global regulatory pathways such as stress 80 responses, specific environmental and physiological cues ensures an optimized demand-driven supply of 81 target cooperative behaviors (Hense and Schuster, 2015) . Indeed, integration of metabolic information 82 into decision-making processes governing production of public goods, called 'metabolic prudence', can 83 stabilize cooperative behaviors and reduce the cost of cooperation for the individual cell (Boyle et al.,  84 2015, Xavier et al., 2011) . Thus, the emerging picture is that in order for QS to properly regulate costly 85 bacterial cooperative behaviors (when benefits outweigh costs of production) it must be integrated with 86 additional physiological cues (Hense and Schuster, 2015) . 87
Here, we demonstrate that QS-dependent regulation of a public good in the Gram-negative  88 bacterium Burkholderia glumae, a pathogen of rice, is dependent on growth rate, a direct measure of 89 the carrying capacity of a population through prevailing environmental conditions. 
Results
108
Quorum sensing regulation of rhamnolipid production in B. glumae is nutritionally 109 conditional
110
To strengthen our understanding on the specific role of QS regulation in the production of 111 rhamnolipids in B. glumae we studied the kinetics of rhamnolipid production in wild-type strain and tofI -112 mutant using a minimal (mineral salts medium; MSM) typically used to promote production of 113 rhamnolipids and a complex (nutrient broth; NB) culture media, both supplemented with non-limiting 114 glycerol as carbon source (thus MSMG and NBG). As expected, the tofI -mutant that lacks the production 115 of C 8 -HSL does not produce rhamnolipids in the minimal medium and this production is restored by 116 adding C 8 -HSL (Fig. 1a) . On the other hand, unexpectedly, the tofI -mutant presents no defect in 117 production of rhamnolipids in rich NB medium (Fig. 1b) . Quorum sensing-dependent regulation of rhamnolipids is coupled to growth rate
127
Since a key difference between the two culture conditions is slower growth in MSMG vs NBG 128 ( Fig. 1) , we hypothesized the impact of QS on biosynthesis of rhamnolipids is influenced by the 129 nutritional conditions. We thus compared the rhamnolipid yield per biomass in wild-type and tofI -130 mutant in increasing dilutions of NB medium, while maintaining the glycerol at 4%, in order to have a 131 decreasing gradient of nutrients. 132
By calculating the ratio of specific production yields of the wild-type over the tofI -mutant, we 133 found that the contribution of QS on rhamnolipid production rises linearly with increasing NB medium 134 dilution (Fig. 2 ). This shows that the regulation of rhamnolipid production relies more and more on QS 135 upon increasing the nutrient limitation, supporting the hypothesis. (glycerol maintain stable) medium for 48 h of incubation, then bacterial growth and rhamnolipids 145 production were measured and specific production yield was calculated. The error bars indicate the 146 standard deviation of the mean for three independent experiments. 147 148 Diluting the concentration of available nutrients should decrease the growth rate. Thus, to 149 investigate the effect of growth rate on the production of rhamnolipids upon increasing nutrient 150 limitation, the specific growth rate for each NB dilution was determined (Fig. 3) . Interestingly, upon 151 decreasing nutrient availability and consequently the specific growth rate (µ), the specific rhamnolipid 152 production yields of the wild-type and tofI -mutant were not significantly different until about µ = 0.08 153
(1/h), mirroring the absence of contribution of QS under unrestricted growth conditions (Fig. 1b) . 154
However, from this point on to lower µ values, and in contrast with the QS mutant, we observed a 155 sudden increase in rhamnolipid production yield by the wild-type strain, indicating the initiation of an 156 activating contribution by QS as the growth rate decreases. This reveals a situation where QS-dependent 157 regulation of rhamnolipids is triggered by the growth rate of the population rather than by its cell 158 density. 159
To better understand this mechanism, we measured the yield of C 8 -HSLs in wild-type strain 160 cultures and uncovered a gradual increase in signal specific concentration as the growth rate decreases 161 (Fig. 3) . This means that the number of molecule of C 8 -HSL per unit of cell decreases as the growth rate 162
augments. In addition, we saw that the wild-type C 8 -HSL and rhamnolipid yield curves are never parallel, 163 which further substantiates that additional regulatory elements control the expression of QS-modulated 164 factors such as rhamnolipids. 
Discussion
191
We present conclusive evidence for a functional role of QS in providing an optimized demand-192 driven supply of target cooperative behavior, wherein QS-dependent regulation of rhamnolipids is 193 tightly coupled to specific growth rate. Our results support the proposed model that the adaptive 194 functionality of QS in regulation of public goods is to maintain the homeostasis of cooperation where 195 the production of costly public goods is conditioned by assessment of demand and efficiency (Hense and 196 Schuster, 2015) . 197
We have previously demonstrated that in the rice pathogen B. glumae, QS positively regulates 198 the biosynthesis of rhamnolipids, extracellular surface-active glycolipids which are necessary for 199 promoting the social surface behavior called swarming motility (Nickzad et al., 2015) . Here, we found 200 that a signal-negative mutant that does not produce C 8 -HSL maintains the ability to produce 201 rhamnolipids in a rich nutrient broth medium, in contrast with growth in a minimal medium where 202 rhamnolipid production is absent (Fig. 1) . This led us to hypothesize that QS-dependent regulation of 203 rhamnolipids in B. glumae is nutritionally conditional. Comparison of the yield of rhamnolipids per 204 biomass in the wild-type and tofI -mutant strains in a decreasing gradient of nutrients revealed that the 205 more we dilute the growth medium the more QS regulation contributes to the production of 206 rhamnolipids (Fig. 2) 
2014). 227
Since growth rate is a direct function of nutrient availability, we hypothesized that growth rate is 228 the key triggering factor that induces QS-dependent regulation of rhamnolipids. Our results indicate 229 there is a growth rate threshold below which QS engages in the regulation of rhamnolipids (Fig. 3) . In 230 P. aeruginosa, slow growth is one key condition inducing regulation of QS-controlled public good genes 231 in a metabolic prudent manner (Mellbye and Schuster, 2014) . For instance, prudent regulation of 232 rhamnolipid production ensures that cells only invest carbon into rhamnolipids biosynthesis when 233 growth is limited by another growth-limiting nutrient, such as nitrogen (Xavier et al., 2011) . In fact, 234 presence of excess carbon in different dilutions of NB medium in our experiments, also suggest that in 235 B. glumae, QS-dependent regulation of rhamnolipids is coupled to growth rate in a metabolic prudent 236 manner. Furthermore, a gradual increase in QS signal specific concentration upon decrease of specific 237 growth rate suggests a reduction in activation signal threshold, which reflects an increase in cellular 238 demand for production of QS-dependent target gene product at such low density populations. 239 Importantly, our gene expression analyses demonstrate the direct influence of the specific growth rate 240 on QS-dependent induction of rhlA expression in the wild-type background, in agreement with a 241 previous report showing that rhlAB expression in P. aeruginosa in the presence of excess carbon is 242 tightly coupled to the growth rate, and not just cell density (Xavier et al., 2011) . Therefore, the role of 243 QS in regulation of public goods is not limited to stationary phase situations at higher cell densities, but 244 also upon encountering restrictive environmental conditions, an early induction of QS by slowed growth 245 rate could provide some inclusive fitness benefits for the survival of an individual cell and could act as a 246 trade-off mechanism between survival and efficiency. Our results are also in accordance with the 247 regulation of QS gene expression by starvation in P. aeruginosa in which stringent response can lower 248 the quorum threshold via triggering an increased signal synthesis (van Delden et From an ecological significance perspective, induction of QS-dependent regulation of 251 rhamnolipids at low specific growth rates could reflect two distinct scenarios for which such integrated 252 regulation has evolved: (i) restricted nutritional conditions with low cell density (free living bacteria 253 exposed to nutritional stress during establishment of host infection), and (ii) exhausted nutritional 254 environment with a high cell density (bacteria living in biofilms). In both instances, since population 255 growth is limited by the carrying capacity of the direct environment, it is conceivable that slow growth 256 can serve as a predictive factor of the population carrying capacity (de Vargas Roditi et al., 2013). 257 Accordingly, in B. glumae, QS is used for anticipation of a population reaching the carrying capacity of an 258 habitat to avoid lethal ammonia-induced alkalization by activating oxalate production, and thus 259 promoting survival in the stationary phase (Goo et al., 2012) . 260 An effective colonization of surface niches necessitates a balance between biofilm and motility 261 (van Ditmarsch et al., 2013). In this regard, there is an inverse regulation of biofilm formation and 262 swarming motility (Caiazza et al., 2007) . Since production of surfactants is as crucial for biofilm 263 development as for swarming motility (Nickzad and Déziel, 2014) , it seems that the induction of QS-264 dependent rhamnolipids biosynthesis upon reduced growth rate is a key evolved strategy to modulate 265 swarming motility and promote dissemination of bacterial cells to find new surface niches to colonize 266 (Déziel et al., 2003, Tremblay and Déziel, 2010) . Thus, integration of slowed growth rate with QS as a 267 decision-making mechanism for biosynthesis of costly rhamnolipids could serve to assess the demand 268 and timing for expanding the carrying capacity of a population through spatial expansion mechanisms 269 such as swarming motility, thus promoting the chances of survival. In conclusion, we propose that the 270 adaptive significance of growth rate-dependent functionality of QS in rhamnolipids biosynthesis lies 271 within providing a regulatory mechanism for selecting the optimal trade-off between survival and 272 efficiency. 273
Materials and methods
274
Bacterial strains, plasmids, media and growth conditions 275 All B. glumae strains used are derivatives of the wild-type strain BGR1; the bacterial strains and 276 plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 1 . Unless otherwise specified, the strains were routinely 277 regrown from frozen stocks by culturing at 37°C in tryptic soy broth (TSB) (BD) and 240 rpm in a TC-7 278 roller drum (New Brunswick, Canada), or on TSB agar plates. Antibiotics were used at the following 279 concentrations: tetracycline (Tc), 10 μg ml Growth rate measurement 294 The specific growth rate for wild-type and tofI -mutant in each dilution of NB medium was determined 295 using the following equation: µ = where X t2 refers to optical cell density at time t 2 , X t1 is 296 the optical cell density at time t 1 and µ represents specific growth rate. 297
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